STREAMLINE CHEMICAL COMPLIANCE
MANAGEMENT WITH ELEMENT1™
Manage all your chemical regulatory
obligations in one place
REACH has become the global standard in chemical regulation, with REACH-likes emerging in the UK, Turkey, South
Korea, China and more. element1™ allows you to easily track
your volumes, substances, and products across many jurisdictions.
Whether you are a pharmaceutical company ensuring your
PPORDs and registrations are completed for proprietary
intermediates approaching tonnage thresholds, or a producer of bespoke formulations looking to identify and remove
hazardous substances from your products and processes,
element1™ can support you.

Delivering effective product stewardship in
the chemicals sector
Launched at the outset of REACH in the EU for Only Representative services, dossier authoring, HazCom, and project
management services, element1™ has expanded to support
tonnage management, supplier compliance, dossier updates,
PCN and SCIP notifications, and similar duties in other jurisdictions.
element1™ enhances the delivery of:
▪ REACH and global REACH-like compliance services
▪ Global supply chain compliance
▪ Tracking Substances of Concern

Customer benefits
element1™ is highly configurable to suit the workflow
and compliance needs of any organisation that manages a
chemical portfolio, at either a substance or product level. Its
modular design enables each organisation to define exactly
the right toolset to meet their chemical stewardship and
sustainability goals. Coupled with expert support, it is a onestop-shop for executing chemical and product compliance
programmes globally:
▪ One tool for chemical regulatory experts and their stakeholders to manage substances and projects
▪ Readily accessible information, priorities, costs, and projects for centralised control
▪ Capability to consume data from a wide variety of sources
– including SAP
▪ Full support from Landbell Group’s technical and software
teams

Expertise
Landbell Group combines unique chemical regulatory knowledge – including experts from competent authorities, ECHA
and industry – and over a decade of experience developing
innovative software solutions. element1™ is supported by a
highly skilled and experienced team.
If clients do not need all of the functionality of element1™,
our modular approach allows Landbell Group to tailor the
application to meet individual needs.

▪ Meeting Classification & Labelling obligations
It is steadily expanding into the pharmaceutical industry, supporting the chemical compliance needs of six of the world’s
top 10 pharma companies.
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▪ An international team and network of compliance experts com-

▪ Environmental compliance

vironmental and chemical compliance services,
which helps companies to carry out their extended producer responsibility (EPR) obligations.

bine unrivalled operational expertise with consulting competence
▪ We run more approved EPR schemes than any other
organisation globally
▪ We offer international support for EPR and chemical regulations,
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▪ Our global takeback programmes collect products anywhere
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▪ Global solutions
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